
• Sample utterance: Vietnamese (Original):  
• Cũng cho biết chẳng hạn như là 
• Label 1: Vietnamese in English Recognizer:  
• EH K IH N CH AA UW B EH IH K AA CH AA N H EH IH N N UW L AH 
• Label 2: Vietnamese in Mandarin Recognizer:  
• GEN1 ZHUO1 MI1 GE1 HAI3 YA2 YOU1 LEN1  
• Label 3: Predicted Transcripts (Vietnamese segment clusters):  
• k u N ts O b i t ts a N h a: n J 1 l a:

Overview Machine Mismatched Transcription Algorithm
• Mismatched crowdsourcing based human probabilistic transcription (PT) has 

been proposed recently for training and adapting acoustic models targeting 
zero-resourced languages where we do not have any native transcriptions.  

• With a set of available speech recognizers in source languages that cover all the 
basic phonetic features, this work shows that we can use mismatched machine 
transcriptions from these source languages to achieve human level 
transcriptions, bypassing the laborious efforts of obtaining human 
transcriptions.  

• We describe a machine transcription based phone recognition system for 
recognizing zero-resourced languages and compares it with baseline systems of 
MAP adaptation and semi-supervised self training. 

• We also present a fully automated unsupervised approach for zero-resourced 
speech recognition using mismatched machine transcriptions for transfer 
learning of phone models. 

Introduction and Objectives

Machine Trans vs. Human Trans Discussion and Conclusion

Proposed Modular System for Phone Recognition and Language Modeling (PRLM)

• Proposed procedures for deciding human or machine mismatched transcriptions 
are related to the phone recognition accuracy of the existing speech recognition 
systems in a set of languages and the language coverage weightings. If the 
existing speech recognizers in certain language set can give an accuracy over a 
pre-defined threshold, we would suggest to use machine transcriptions.  

• Machine mismatched transcriptions are comparable to human mismatched 
transcriptions for low-resourced ASR, given the constraint and trade-off that 
machine transcription can use any languages that better match the target 
language, while human transcription is limited to the resources of English and 
Mandarin transcribers (finding low-resourced language transcribers online is 
harder and more expensive according to the language coverage weight).  

• When there is no rich-resourced language that is very close to the target 
language, and the machine transcriptions can give a performance higher than a 
proposed threshold, machine transcriptions are preferred for the zero-resourced 
languages that are hard to find native transcribers.  

• In our experiments, we find that the automatic phone recognition can use the 
machine transcriptions in a better way than the human transcriptions for 
Hokkien but not for Vietnamese. 

• Clustering method together with machine transcriptions can be formulated as an 
automated mismatched phone recognition system. The phone recognizer 
followed by phone language model is proposed. The exact machine vs. human 
threshold range and its generalizability need further studies on more languages.

Step 1. Recognize the target speech using English and Mandarin phone 
recognizers, such as the BUT phone recognizers and I2R speech recognizers, 
respectively. We collect the word level outputs from multiple available word 
recognizers, such as Google, CMU Sphinx, BUT, I2R, as the different machine 
transcribers and then convert them to phone level sequences using lexicons. The 
results will be compared with languages to fin the more generalizable one to better 
recognize the target language. In this work, recognition in a set of languages 
(Hungarian, English, Mandarin, Czech, and Russian) are selected and used to 
generate a set of phone error rates for comparison. 
Step 2. Align the Mandarin and English (or other selected languages) phone 
sequences using Minimum Edit Distance based on distinctive features from 
linguistic knowledge of the languages and then derive the clusters using the 
clustering process. This makes use of the distinctive feature knowledge to 
characterize the phone differences between the languages. It provides additional 
information to the acoustic models. 
Step 3. Convert the aligned phone recognition results from the multiple 
recognizers to cluster sequences and use the majority vote method to determine 
the final recognition results at target phone level based on the clustering mapping 
derived in step 2. Evaluate the phone error rate of the predicted transcripts.

Baseline 1 (Model based transfer learning): MAP adaptation system using PT 
Baseline 2 (Semi-supervised self training of acoustic models): Cluster-trained 
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RECOGNIZING ZERO-RESOURCED LANGUAGES BASED ON MISMATCHED MACHINE TRANSCRIPTIONS

Formulations and Model

Since two speech recognition systems (Hungarian and Mandarin) can give a 
phone error rate less than 74% for Hokkien and none of them can have a 
similar result for Vietnamese, and the machine system performance is 
relatively better than human based system performance on Hokkien but not 
on Vietnamese, we can guess that the threshold for deciding using human or 
machine systems could be below 74% phone error rate.
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chủ đề hướng tới hòa bình 1. jiu3 dei3 hiu1 ze1 ha1 ben2  
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Current and Future Work

The final system works better than the baselines for both languages.

English ASR phone posteriors Pr(E|x)

Mandarin ASR phone posteriors Pr(M|x)
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Proposed PRLM system:

Test languages are Vietnamese and Singapore Hokkien (Hokkien). 


